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Physical presence with ready-to-use or
customized mini branches 

As FI's branch network keeps being transformed continuously you need efficient and fast 
self-service branches with small footprint? New branch formats like self-service locations 
as full mini branches are a swift and efficient option to keep physical presence. Diebold 
Nixdorf offers flexible and modular models and styles of mini branches—make your choice 
for your location and your needs.

DN’s Mini Branch Implementation Services provide end-to-end services from planning to implementing these flexible branch formats
including architectural design, implementation of the required IT infrastructure, construction work and the coordination of all involved
parties.
 
• We offer ready-to use standard models, which will be customized in terms of IT equipment and your brand appearance. More specific requirements 

can lead to individual solutions based on our modular concept.

• End-to-end project completion is efficient and swift, with a standard format taking about two to three months for delivery.

• With this we see mini branches also used as temporary solutions - e.g. in case of reconstruction phases of flagship branches, during events or 
building up after natural disasters.

• A mini branch solution is an attractive ambassador of FI's brand - no matter if it is built in a new and small location or replacing a traditional branch. 
In rural areas it is an efficient alternative to keep physical presence.

• Specific security needs and regulations can be met with mini branches quickly.

Diebold Nixdorf provides consultation for such flexible branch formats. We will analyze the location and create a concept with the right format and 
materials for your situation.



Branch Implementation | Mini Branch Implementation

DN's mini branches models span solutions from smallest footprint with 
one multifunctional ATM to fully equipped formats with up to four or five 
devices or even workplaces if needed. We provide outdoor solutions as 
well as indoor models depending on FI's needs - rectangular or round 
ones, all equipped with the technology you need.

Concrete models: With our PRISMA model with one ATM for outdoor 
usage you have a solution with smallest footprint under 6 m². Within the 
same small footprint we can offer the round model WINDOW with one 
or two through-the-wall ATMs installed. Round models for indoor usage 
are available as well. More systems can be offered in rectangle formats 
—designed for indoor usage of up to 3-4 in our MAXI model.

All concrete models benefit from the strengh of material and 
construction, which defy physical attacks and offer best fire protection 
classes and resistance class III.

Steel models: Our smallest formats with one outdoor ATM are      
CASH-POINT BASIC or CASH-CUBE BASIC within 7 m2 to 8,5 m².   
Indoor models like the CASH-POINT PAVILION offer space for 2-3 
indoor devices where as SUPERIOR PAVILIONs have up to 4 devices 
within 32,5 m2. Within the steel product line we also offer attractive 
drive-up solutions, that are prominent an visible for your customers 
from afar.

All models provide highest quality standards and meet resistance class III.

DN provides consultation for our flexible branch formats. We analyze the 
location and create a concept with the right format and materials for 
your situation.

Once you have made your choice and we defined the branch model 
including its equipment, your brand, your message will be integrated 
with help of our top-notch design. Together we configure your branch 
entries (consumers‘ lobby, maintenance area), define colors and 
materials of the branch front and the interior, talk about logos, images, 
regional design influences and the ideal placement and usage of 
advertising spaces. When it comes to implementation onsite the 
majority of DN´s mini branches can be set up within 1 day and you 
receive the key for your ready-to-use solution.

Bring your implementation project to life the right way. Contact your 
Diebold Nixdorf representative to get started.

WHY DIEBOLD NIXDORF? 
DN AllConnect ServicesSM offers industry leading services that provide 
tailored, end-to-end solutions with a customer-first view. We help banks, 
credit unions and retailers accelerate their performance on a global 
scale. Using the foundational strength of our top-rated, technically 
trained service experts combined with data intelligence, we maximize 
availability and performance of your self-service channel while ensuring 
always-on compliance and security. From maintenance operations to 
business solutions to data-driven insights, only DN AllConnect Services 
delivers the expertise and innovation to help businesses thrive by 
identifying today’s efficiencies and tomorrow's opportunities.

To learn more, visit DieboldNixdorf.com.
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22High Variety of Standard Models in Two Product Lines 

Diebold Nixdorf offers two different series of mini branches. One extremely secure product line is based on concrete. These models defy physical attacks 
and fulfill the highest security certifications. The other series is a lighter and cost-efficient solution made from steel and glass. Lighting and advertising 
spaces make our models an attractive band ambassador. The majority of the branches are unstaffed branches, but DN has also innovative options for 
staffed solutions.

Mini Branches with concrete housing
PRISMA model

Mini Branches based on steel & glass
CASH-POINT PAVILION model


